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ABSTRACT

This research investigates early bilinguals’ production of
voiceless plosives in both English and Portuguese as far as
VOT lag is concerned, in order to detect if subtle differences
in the phonetic realization of a phonological contrast that
characterize monolingual’s production occur in the speech of
two different groups of early bilinguals: early bilinguals with
bilingual parents and early bilinguals whose families do not
speak English. The speech material consisted of 3 Portuguese
and 3 English words in carrier sentences. The recordings
were submitted to acoustic analyses and the results obtained
received statistical treatment. Both groups present significant
differences from the measures taken as reference for
monolingual speakers of English and Portuguese.
Nevertheless, VOT measurements displayed by the group
with bilingual families present a significant correlation that is
absent in the other group of bilinguals. The results are
discussed taking into consideration theoretical principals of
language acquisition and language processing by bilinguals.

1 INTRODUCTION

The investigation of the neurophysiological basis of language
acquisition assigns particular significance to the so called
ideal age of learning a language, as it entails the critical
distinction between the acquisition of a native language in
opposition to the acquisition of a second language. The best-
known theory to explore this presumably fundamental
difference is the Critical Period Hypothesis (1). According to
this theory, a young age is optimal for acquiring language
because the brain is still capable of adapting its structures to
specific language requirements. Later, the brain loses this
flexibility and language acquisition is less efficient. Native
speakers are defined as having acquired their native language
within this period, whereas early bilinguals have acquired
two languages under these circumstances.

Any speaker of a given language is endowed with an
elaborate time control system that governs the specific
duration of speech units as well as the catenation between
them. Such control system develops in parallel with the
neurological maturation and the language acquisition. It also
depends on conditions inherent to the central nervous system
as well as on anatomic-physiological characteristics of the
speech articulators proper, besides being sensitive to the
linguistic environment to which the speaker is exposed (2).
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honeme boundaries will, therefore, vary from language
guage along the time dimension (3). It is known that
ess plosives are characterized differently along the
Onset Time dimension in languages such as English in
ition to Portuguese (2).

theless, if a native speaker of any given language has
t control of the duration of its speech units, the critical
 hypothesis of language acquisition leads us to entail
e same happens to adult bilinguals who have acquired
wo languages before the age of 3.

 is no agreement in the literature over the issue of the
natomical organization in bilinguals, but, nowadays,

e seems to accept the extreme position that bilingual
ges are kept apart in distinct areas of the brain. Many

 recent studies (4) point at the existence of interactions
en the languages spoken by bilinguals rather than to
ndependent processing. Mack (5) even suggests that the
rence present in bilingual’s speech should not be
ered a product of involuntary and automatic activation

o separate and interdependent systems. According to
interference could be the output of a restructured
. In other words, bilinguals have norms for some
ar aspects that are different from the ones acquired by

linguals.

ew of the theoretical positions about language
ition and processing by bilinguals and the results of
stive studies on VOT measures produced by non native
rs, this experiment has as its aim the analysis of the

of /p, t, k/ in stressed initial position of Portuguese and
h words produced by adult early bilingual speakers.
sults will take into consideration the bilingual speakers
as to the following questions:

 linguistic systems acquired by early bilinguals present
ame characteristics of monolinguals’ systems as
sted by the critical period hypothesis of language
ition?

the early bilingual keep the two systems apart as
sted by the dual system of language processing?

the early bilingual develop a restructured linguistic
 that is distinct from the monolinguals’ system?

e early bilinguals with bilingual parents acquire the
linguistic system as the early bilinguals with

lingual families?



2 METHODOLOGY

2.1The Corpus
The corpus consisted of the recording of 3 Portuguese
words (papa, tapa, capa) and 3 English words (pop, top,
cop), in medial position in the following carrier sentences:

“Eu digo ______ baixinho”.
“I say ______ again”.

Each sentence was recorded 12 times by each of the four
subjects who took part in the experiment, totalizing a
sample of 48 emissions for each word with the voiceless
plosives /p, t, k/ in initial stressed position.

2.2 The Subjects of the Experiment
Four adults, Portuguese/English bilinguals, who live in
São Paulo, were the subjects of the experiment. The
volunteers, early bilinguals, have acquired their two
languages before the age of three, the vital period for the
linguistic development of the child. The 4 subjects
consider their two languages as native languages. The
variables, age of acquisition and identification with
mother tongue were controlled in the experiment.
Nevertheless, the total control on factors determined by
the subjects’ personal life was not possible, such as the
circumstances under which the acquisition of the
languages took place, quality and quantity of language
exposition and formal language knowledge. The four
subjects were divided into two groups:

Group1 consisted of 2 early bilinguals, M and T, with
Brazilian Portuguese speaking families who were first
educated in the English Language, having attended an
English school for 8 hours a day, from the age of 3 to 15
years old. Subject M, with a Master degree in Applied
Linguistics, teaches phonetics and phonology of
Portuguese and English languages, while Subject T is a
teacher to be of the English language.

Group2 consisted of 2 early bilinguals, D and E, with
bilingual Portuguese/ English families, who have acquired
the two languages at home. They both were first educated
in the English language. Subject D, a teacher with a
Master degree in Applied Linguistics, has lived in the
USA for sporadic periods from the age of 5 to 21. Subject
E, Master in Phonology, teaches Portuguese Phonology,
speaks English at home and keeps contact with English
speaking community. Henceforth, the letters listed above
will identify the subjects.

2.3 The Recording
Each subject recorded the corpus individually in a sound
proof booth. They were instructed to read the sentences
that were written on a sheet of paper, as naturally as
possible, at a normal speed. No other attempt to control
the rate of the utterance was made. The subjects recorded
the sentences with each of the selected words 12 times.
The order of occurrence of the words varied randomly.
The Portuguese words were recorded before the English
ones. The subjects were not informed about the aim of the
study.
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ecordings were submitted to acoustic analyses using

RE (Canadian Speech Research Environment) from
 Corporation. The sound wave was the basic
nce for the extraction of the VOT measures of the
e consonants. The spectrogram synchronized with
und wave on the computer screen confirmed the
res obtained. The zero time point of the measures

the burst, and the point of voicing onset was
ined by locating the first of regularly spaced

al striations which indicate glottal pulsing and which
ked in the spectrogram by the two vowel formants.

ge values of voice onset time for the twelve
ings of each word produced by the 4 subjects were
ted. The results obtained were compared among the
ent subjects and in relation to the measures
sted as specific for English and Portuguese. The
measures presented by Lisker and Abrahson [6]

taken as reference for English and the ones presented
ehlau [7] were the reference for Portuguese. The
s of the comparisons received statistical analysis.

3 THE RESULTS

verage values of voice onset time obtained in the
iment are displayed in tables 1-3. The subjects are
ered on the first horizontal line and the average
res of their productions are listed in the vertical
ns below their identifications followed by the
rd deviation values and the significance of the

ences. Portuguese and English referential values
added in the first vertical column. The differences
nsidered statiscally significant if (p<05).

M T D E
Average
Std. d.

Sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.
guese
:10,37 13,82

1,59
,000

18,69
5,63
,000

8,82
1,83
,010

8,78
0,74
,000

h
: 58 95,40

13,47
,000

44,83
18,21
,015

30,67
8,06
,000

26,25
5,10
,000

Table 1. voice onset average time in msec - /p/ initial
stressed position in English and Portuguese

M T D E
Average
Std. d.

Sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.
uese
14,93 15,66

1.38
,65

21,51
11,36
,035

14,50
3,87
,38

14,39
2,24
,260

 70 117,93
19,44
,000

72,77
9,79
,174

42,50
4,17
,000

43,77
5,20
,000

Table 2. - voice onset average time in msec /t/ initial
stressed position in English and Portuguese



M T D E
Average
Std. d.

sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.

Average
Std. d.

sig.
Portuguese
Value:43,73 41,74

6,70
,174

51,81
7,19
,001

21,84
3,46
,000

30,33
5,31
,000

English
Value: 80 121,67

27,37
,000

72,61
14,30
,051

48,32
8,22
,000

48,99
4,31
,000

Table 3. voice onset average time in msec - /k/ initial
stressed position in English and Portuguese

4 THE DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The results displayed in the tables do not confirm the issue
that the languages acquired by early bilinguals have the
same characteristics of the languages spoken by
monolinguals. All the subjects of the experiment were
early bilinguals, but their control of VOT measures is
distinct from the monolingual speakers’ of both languages,
implying that other factors, besides the age, are interacting
in the process of the acquisition of their languages. In
spite of the fact that many researchers agree that biological
maturation affects language acquisition, age is a variable
not easy to be interpreted. According to Flege [4], the
studies based on the critical period hypothesis center their
attention on the state of the maturation of the brain when
the first exposition to the languages occurs, whereas the
research based on the interaction of the two systems is
interested in the stage of development achieved in one of
the languages by the time the other is introduced.
Nevertheless, these two questions cannot be put apart in
the case of early bilinguals, once the neural development
and the acquisition of the languages co-occur.
Furthermore, the age variable is frequently mismatched
with other variables that can influence the measures under
investigation.

The graphics 1, 2 and 3 below support the view that
although the early bilingual speakers do not have the same
phonetic production as monolinguals, they still make a
clear distinction between the two languages.

The same graphics show that the family linguistic
background of the two groups under consideration
interferes in their production. The early bilinguals from
group2, D and E, present very similar results, that are
distinct from group1 measures. Subjects D and E, with
bilingual parents, are in contact with the two languages
since birth, while M and T start this contact at the age of
3. According to Locke [8], subjects in group2 started the
acquisition of their two languages when there is
preponderance of the right hemisphere in the verbal
processing. Languages, at this period are acquired in a
formulaic way. On the other hand, subjects from group1
started the acquisition of English during a period when the
child segments the language forms due to left hemisphere
dominance. The studies on bilingual’s lateralization are
not conclusive, but the results of the experiment make the
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Graphic 1: Contrast of English and Portuguese average
values: subjects’ voiceless plosive /p/
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Graphic 2: Contrast of English and Portuguese average
values: subjects’ voiceless plosive /k/
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Graphic 3: Contrast of English and Portuguese
average values: subjects’ voiceless plosive /t/

esults displayed by the subjects in group1 are not so
r between them as the results of group2. Subject M,
her of English phonology and phonetics, presents in



tables 1, 2 and 3, average values and standard deviation
values higher than the ones presented by the other
subjects. His knowledge of the phonetics of Portuguese
and English plosives, leads him  to put more distance
between the systems of the two languages, increasing the
VOT measures of English.

 The results of the experiment emphasize the interaction of
the bilinguals’ languages contradicting the idea that their
speech is free from interference. The VOT measures  of
subjects D and E suggest that the phonological production
and perception operate differently in bilinguals and that
the phonetic interference between the languages is bi-
directional with preponderance of the dominant language
of the social context. So, the Portuguese oclusive /t/ does
not present significant differences from the referent value
for 3 of the subjects, though its articulation involves
precision in its motor movement [9]. Portuguese
interference is also present in D and E data whose VOT
values have significative differences in relation to the
referent values of both languages (tables 1, 2, 3).
Nevertheless, these differences are more constant in
English. Acording to Grosjean [10], bilinguals develop
intermediate allophones in their languages when compared
to the monolinguals. In the case of D and E, portuguese
interference results in lower values in English. As
Portuguese is the dominant language, its VOT values are
nearer to the referents. The possibility of alternation in the
superposition of one system over the other by a single
bilingual according to frequency, type of language
discourse and circumstance in which the language is used
cannot be stated by this experiment. Subjects D e E
present very similar average values suggesting that the
interference present in their speech could be the output of
a restructured system. In this specific case of early
bilinguals one can presuppose that the production of the
sounds of the two languages be determined by the
articulatory adjustments required by the nature of the
phonetic systems of the languages. The early bilingual
production is different from the monolinguals and
determined by the bilingual specific languages. The VOT
values present in the speech of D and E would be part of
the specific system developed by adults, early bilinguals
of Portuguese and English, inserted in a Portuguese
speaking country. Being incapable of keeping apart the
phonetic systems of their languages, our subjects point at a
single system of bilingual language processing

5 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experiment do not confirm the
hypothesis that early bilinguals keep their two linguistic
codes entirely apart. The data show evidence that their
competence is based on a restructured system
characterized by acoustics and articulatory properties
derived from the interaction of many variables such as
age, family and social linguistic background besides the
interaction of the phonetic systems of the languages
involved.
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